Instructions for Pile Plating:

Fabricated structural steel shall be ASTM A709 Grade 36 or 50. 2002 AASHTO LFD (17th Ed.) Standard Specifications.

General Notes:

- New steel pile section shall be coated in accordance with Sec 702. Damaged areas of existing surface preparation. Contact surfaces shall be in accordance with Sec 1081 for applicable grade as, or greater.
- New steel pile section shall be the same grade as, or greater.
- Cost of furnishing and installing structural steel, all steel surface preparation.
- Cost of dewatering will be considered completely covered by the contract lump sum price for Class 2 Excavation.
- Cost of all excavation will be considered completely covered by the contract unit price.
- Variations may be encountered in the estimated quantities but the variations can not be used for an adjustment.
- The variations can not be used for an adjustment.
- Cost of dewatering will be considered completely covered by the contract lump sum price for Steel Pile Repair.
- Cost of all excavation will be considered completely covered by the contract lump sum price for Steel Pile Repair.
- Variations may be encountered in the estimated quantities but the variations can not be used for an adjustment.
- The variations can not be used for an adjustment.
- Cost of all excavation will be considered completely covered by the contract lump sum price for Steel Pile Repair.
- Variations may be encountered in the estimated quantities but the variations can not be used for an adjustment.
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